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Accretion onto the Proto-star 

Super-‐sonic	  shock	  



Accretion Disk 
•  Any collapsing, rotating, gas cloud will give rise to the formation of 

an accretion disk 
–  Typical rotational velocity of Ωc=10-14- 10-13 s-1 

•  Disk size ~400 a.u. 
•  Role of disk: 

–  Supply material: star increase size by a factor ~100 
–   dissipate angular momentum 



Schematic Structure of a proto-star 

For	  T>1500K	  dust	  
grains	  will	  vaporize	  

The	  Opacity	  Gap	  is	  
the	  region	  where	  
dust	  exEncEon	  is	  
greatly	  reduced	  

In	  the	  shock	  region	  
T~1e6	  K	  



Stellar Evolution 
1.  The initial proto-stellar mass is only ~1% of the final: 

1.  E.g. the accretion phase is very important and adds 99% of the stellar mass 

2.  When star has reached ~0.2 M deuterium burning will start 
burning and this keeps the protostar from contracting as its mass 
continues to increase.  

3.  As the envelope becomes depleted of matter, the optically thick 
region shrinks in size and the spectrum of emitted radiation shifts 
towards shorter wavelengths, until eventually the central star 
begins to shine through and a composite spectrum with both visible 
and infrared components is seen. 



Proto-star evolution 

Disk	  sEll	  present	  

Disk	  is	  very	  weak	  
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Observational Signatures 

Dasi	  



Observational Signatures 
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Observational Signatures 

Dasi	  



T-Tauri Stars 
•  Pre-main seq. stars in the process of contracting to the main 

sequence along the Hayashi tracks 
•  T Tauri stars are the youngest visible F, G, K, M spectral type stars 

with similar temperature but larger radii -> more luminous 
–  Low core temperatures -> no H-burning (yet) 
–  Powered by gravitational energy as they contract 
–  Reach the main sequence in ~100 Myr 
–  50% has proto-planetary disks 
–  Have strong winds 

Note:	  if	  a	  proto-‐star	  has	  a	  mass	  of	  <0.08	  
M it	  will	  never	  reach	  Hydrogen	  fusion	  
temperature:	  these	  are	  Brown	  Dwarfs	  .	  
They	  have	  an	  electron	  degenerate	  core.	  
They	  live	  of	  ~15Myr	  (Kelvin-‐Helmotz	  
Emescale)	  



Birth-line 
•  Newly formed stars of low/moderate mass are born with the same 

radius-> should appear in the same locus of HR diagram 
•  Birth-line: the locus along which stars are predicted to make their 

first visible appearance after emerging from their birth clouds.  



SN Induced Star-formation 
•  Often in galaxies we find clusters of young stars near other young stars. The very 

massive stars form first and explode into supernova. This makes shock waves into 
the molecular cloud, causing nearby gas to compress and form more stars. This 
allows a type of stellar coherence (young stars are found near other young stars) to 
build up, and is responsible for the pinwheel patterns we see in galaxies. 



Star Clusters 
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Initial Mass Function 
•  All stars are created from pressure supported fragment, their initial 

masses are a few `Jupiter’ as given by the opacity/fragmentation 
limit. They then accrete to become Brown Dwarfs (<75 Jupiters) or 
stars (>75 Jupiters) 
–  All start as pressure supported fragment 
–  The `final’ mass distribution depends on the competition of between accretion 

and ejection 
•  Stars and Brown Dwarf form the same way and accrete mass in the same way. Stars accrete for 

longer than B.D. which, due to interactions stop accreting 

•  It is possible to calculate the `initial mass function’ 
–  E.g. the mass distribution of stars at birth 





How to Build the IMF 
•  Measure a luminosity function (e.g. dN/dL) 

•  Use the Mass-Luminosity Relation to convert luminosity to mass 
–  Quantify the present-day mass function 

•  Weight the stars by their lifetime 
–  Massive stars don’t live long 

•  Account for mass loss 

Use	  virial	  theorem	  









Is the IMF Universal ? 
•  Fragmentation is easier if gas can cool, so primordial gas without 

any metals should form more massive stars  
•  Observationally there is not much difference 





Reading Assignment   

•  Chapter 5 of Galactic Astronomy (Binney and Merrifield) 

•  Chapters 3 & 5 of `The Formation of Stars’ (Stahler and Palla) 

•  Star formation in Molecular Clouds: 
–  (Klessen et al.) http://arxiv.org/pdf/1109.0467v1.pdf 

•  The Physics of Star Formation: 
–  http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/~reipurth/reviews/larson.pdf 

•  IMF: Salpeter et al  
–  http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1955ApJ...121..161S 


